
  

Chapter Seven

Yelena groaned as she rolled over, someone was hammering on the

door to her room, but it honestly felt like they may as well have been

hitting her round the head. Last night had been a hell of a lot of fun

and Yelena had been glad to get the team to finally let loose a little,

though maybe a few less shots of vodka and tequila would have been

good. 

"Alright alright" Yelena complained as she pushed the sheets o

herself and got up, "You can stop trying to break door down now, I'm

coming." 

The clock on the wall informed Yelena that it was only seven in the

morning, which meant she had only been in bed for a couple of hours

a er having spent some time with Kate in her room when they'd first

got back to the compound. 

Crossing the room, Yelena pulled the door open with an irritated hu

and was about to complain some more but came to an abrupt stop

when she found Wanda stood there, looking like someone had run

over a cute animal in front of her. 

"Whose arse do I need to kick?" Yelena asked, "Vision's? Y/N's?

Sharon's? All of above?" 

Wanda didn't say anything a she walked in and climbed into Yelena's

bed, pulling the sheets up over her head. 

"Okay not ready to talk yet" Yelena nodded, "I'm going to grab a

shower and give you some time and then we'll figure out whatever it

is that has you hiding in my room at this unearthly hour." 

She heard a mu led response from Wanda and accepted that as an

agreement, before heading into the ensuite bathroom attached to

her room. Thirty minutes later, Yelena had showered and gotten

dressed before stepping back out into her bedroom, not to her

surprise Wanda was still sat in her bed, the sheets wrapped around

her. 

"You are going to have to use words witchy, I don't have your mind

reading abilities. What's happened?" Yelena asked as she looked over

at Wanda. 

Wanda took a deep breath as she hugged the sheets tighter around

herself. 

"I had really drunk sex with Y/N, in one of the o ices, I didn't intend

for it to happen. Really I had just been going to get a glass of water

and I got a little lost and well I thought I would confront her about her

issue with me and one thing sort of led to another and we kissed and

stu . But then Vision walked in on us because he thought we were

arguing. So Y/N just ran o , without a word and I have no idea what it

meant and now Vis is probably going to be weird. It's a total mess

Yelena!" Wanda's words spilled out quickly as she recounted what

had happened a couple of hours earlier that morning. 

Yelena's mouth dropped in total shock as she walked across the

room, she had definitely not expected Wanda to come out with all of

that. She had expected it might have been something to do with Y/N

but certainly not the pair of them having drunken sex, in one of the

compound o ices of all places. 

"In an o ice? Which one? I need to make sure I don't use that one"

Yelena exclaimed as she dropped down to sit beside Wanda on the

bed. 

"Lena, that's really the bit you're going to focus on right now" Wanda

said throwing her hands up in the air. a2

"Okay, okay sorry yes that part isn't important" Yelena nodded,

focusing back on what Wanda had said, "Well Vis will just have to get

over it, I mean he shouldn't have been such a snoop. You two broke

up ages ago now. As for Y/N, maybe this is a good thing? You know

must mean she likes you on some sort of level. I mean she could have

fooled us with how much of an arse she's been though." 

Wanda slumped back against the pillows, this was a real mess and

she had no idea how to sort it out. 

"What if Y/N think's what happened was a mistake? What if it was just

the alcohol that had her making that choice?" Wanda sighed, running

a hand through her hair, "Shit, and what about Sharon?! If she finds

out then the whole situation is just going to get worse!" 

Yelena reached out and placed a calming hand on Wanda's shoulder. 

"Like you and Vis, Y/N and Sharon aren't together anymore and

they're both adults who can make their own choices. Sure it's not an

ideal situation having so many exes under one roof but Wanda if you

really do like Y/N then you might have to accept that this is not going

to be simple" 

"Nothing ever is, is it when you're an Avenger?" Wanda frowned a

little as she lent against Yelena. 

"Want to run away to tropical island and enjoy retired life?" Yelena

suggested with a chuckle, lightening the mood. 

"Don't tempt me, I feel like I'm going to have to spend the day hiding

from people" Wanda laughed a little. 

"No no no, you are possibly the most powerful avenger Wanda

Maximo , you are not going to hide. You can handle this" Yelena

assured her. 

Wanda knew that Yelena was right and that hiding wouldn't help

solve anything, but the thought of going downstairs and having to

face everyone right now filled her with dread. There was no way Vis

wasn't going to have mentioned it to someone and things tended to

spread like wildfire once one member of the team knew something. 

As if to confirm that exact thought, Yelena's door burst open and Nat

came rushing in along with Maria, looks of concern on both of their

faces. 

"Vision and Y/N are having some kind of disagreement, and when I

say disagreement there is a lot of shouting and cursing coming from

Y/N. I'm not sure I've ever seen Vis so angry either. Steve and Tony are

trying to di use the situation but Wanda we might need you there

incase Vis decides to try and blast Y/N's arse out of existence" Nat told

the pair of them before gesturing for them to hurry up and come with

her and Maria. a1

"Shit" Wanda cursed as she jumped up from Yelena's bed and

followed a er Nat. 

**

All Y/N had wanted was to grab some co ee and then resume her

work without having to interact with anyone, but that had been

ruined when Vision had appeared in the kitchen and said he wanted

to talk. 

Y/N had tried to say she wasn't interested but Vision hadn't backed

down, causing Y/N to well and truly lose her temper as he tried to

lecture her on how unfair her treatment of Wanda had been, saying

that Y/N had taken advantage of her, and that it would perhaps be

best for her to leave the compound and return to the FBI

headquarters. a7

"Go to hell robot boy" Y/N snarled, "Just because you're all hurt and

upset about your ex screwed someone else, doesn't mean you can

come and dump your relationship problems on me. Wanda was more

than aware of what she was doing, I didn't take advantage of her at

all." 

Tony and Steve had arrived moments before and the pair of them had

sensed the threat in the room, they both moved into positions that

would allow them to get between Vision and Y/N if it reached that

point. 

"Maybe we should all just take a step back and talk this through when

you're both calmer" Steve suggested as he took a step toward them. 

"I'm perfectly damn calm, it's the human microwave that is getting

his wires all in a twist because Wanda was moaning someone else's

name" Y/N snapped. a17

"Do not speak about Wanda is such a way" Vision bit back the stone

on his forehead beginning to glow as his anger increased.

As if things couldn't have gotten worse, Sharon had walked into the

communal area at the same moment Y/N had spoken. Her face

dropped at the realisation of what was being argued about and what

Y/N had done. a5

"What are you going to do about it toaster? Zap me? Go ahead, let's

see you explain that one away from the FBI and Shield" Y/N moved

closer, squaring up to Vision, she knew full well he could wipe her out

but she wasn't going to back down. 

"Vis come on, that's enough" Tony spoke, he had already activate his

gauntlet and was ready to use it if he had to. 

"I'm sorry Mr Stark but I truly believe that Agent Monroe has crossed

a line and should no longer be working with us" Vision said his fists

clenching. 

Wanda, Yelena, Nat and Maria all came rushing into the room, all of

them taking in the scene in front of them. Sensing what was about to

potentially happen, Wanda summoned her powers, swirls of red

energy appeared from her hands and she sent it flying forward,

slamming right into Visions chest. 

"That is enough Vis" Wanda said as her hands moved, controlling the

energy and bringing Vision down to his knees. 

"Wanda please, Y/N is simply using you, you must be able to see that.

She does not care for your feelings at all. You were simply a way for

her to get back at Sharon" Vision argued as he tried to fight against

Wanda's power. 

"I said enough!" Wanda shouted and as she did she blasted the ball of

red energy she had created straight into Vision, Sending him

smashing through the floor of the compound and several more below

it. 

Everyone stood very still, all of them shocked at what had just

happened. a5

"Pepper is going to love dealing with the bill for this one" Tony sighed

as he inspected the massive hole that now occupied the centre of the

kitchen. 

"This is actual insanity, you lot get away with whatever you want

don't you, all because you saved the world a couple of times. Just

think you can threaten and do whatever to people" Y/N shook her

head, "I'm done with this crap, no promotion is worth this." a4

Y/N grabbed the co ee she'd made and started walking away from

them all. 

"Y/N please wait" Wanda said making to move a er her. 

"Maybe it's best I take this one Wands" Steve stepped in the way,

blocking Wanda from pursuing Y/N. 

"Yeah come on Wanda, let's go take a walk for a bit" Nat appeared at

her side, gently looping her arm through Wanda's, concerned that

Steve might end up like Vision if he wasn't careful. 

"Fine" Wanda agreed, letting Nat lead her out with Yelena and Maria

following behind the pair of them. a12
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